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Hello again, it been a while. Have you been checking the website lately, there has been some sad
news in the memorials, but also excitement of newbies coming in and who are posted on the
website, www.greyhoundrescueofny.com
With the mild winter, the ticks have multiplied. I always hoped having a fenced yard would help
with keeping those buggers out, and on the other side of the fence. Nope, that fence didn’t keep
one from hopping a ride on one of our hounds and into the house. That is when having a sense
of feeling of super tiny legs walking on your arm, and OMG resisting brushing it off but getting
the scotch tape to put on top of the moving parasite, yup and wrapping it up tight, and also, just
to be sure, walking out to the garbage can and putting it in there. Did they ever come up with
Frontline for humans yet, thank goodness for Deet in Off bug spray. So remember to check your
fur kids, your skin kids and yourself.
Not sure how the time gets by you or me, however before I knew it, it is almost Memorial
Weekend and everyone is asking about the picnic. Are we having one this year, it was missed last
year. So GRoNY has booked Kelly Park in Malta again, this has been a good location, with the
creek for those greyhound which like water, plus an enclosed dog run and also a playground for
the children. GRoNY tries to figure out a date to accommodate members, and this year we have
decided to try a clinic Saturday, July 9, 2016. Our thought was some would be on vacation for the
holiday weekend, however, may be coming home by next and would be able to stop by. It is
going to be a low key one, for those who are new greyhound owners, you get to talk with other
greyhound owners. No pressure to come, I know there are a few that it is a long distance,
however it would be helpful to know if there is interest, in picnic or the date of the picnic and a
huge big plus, if you plan to attend. Just send an email to one of the directors, the webmaster or
myself. Many thanks.
Until next time, enjoy the warm weather and hugs your greyhounds
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